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QUESTION 1

You are the administrator of a SQL Server 2005 computer named SQL1. Backups of all system databases are
performed on Saturday nights. Backups of all user databases are performed on Sunday nights. All backups are stored in
an off-site facility. SQL1 unexpectedly turns off due to a power outage. When SQL1 is brought back online, the SQL
Server service fails to start. You view the SQL Server error log as shown in the exhibit. (Click the Exhibit button.) You
need to return SQL1 to working order as quickly as possible. What should you do first? 

A. Insert the SQL Server 2005 installation CD and run the setup utility to reinstall the default instance. 

B. Restore all of the user databases from backup. 

C. Restore all of the system databases. 

D. Run Setup.exe from a command line and specify a rebuild of the master database. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 2

A rental agent named Eric is a member of the Windows rental_agents group. He was inadvertently given more
permissions than he should have as a member of the rental_agents group. You confirm that the other rental agents do
not have excessive permissions. You use the EXECUTE AS statement to impersonate Eric, and you run six different
SQL commands in the internet_rentals database. You need to identify which of the commands have results that show
excessive permissions for Eric. 
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Which two commands should you identify? (Each correct answer presents part of the solution. Choose two.) 

A. SELECT name FROM sys.tables WHERE HAS_PERMS_BY_NAME(name, \\'OBJECT\\', \\'SELECT\\') = 1;returns
10 rows 

B. SELECT HAS_DBACCESS(\\'internet_rentals\\');returns a value of 1 

C. SELECT HAS_PERMS_BY_NAME(\\'sa\\', \\'LOGIN\\', \\'IMPERSONATE\\'); returns a value of 0 

D. SELECT IS_SRVROLEMEMBER (\\'serveradmin\\');returns a value of 1 

E. SELECT name FROM sys.tables WHERE HAS_PERMS_BY_NAME(name, \\'OBJECT\\', \\'DELETE\\') = 1; returns
10 rows 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

 

QUESTION 3

You are a database administrator for your company. The company has a SQL Server 2005 computer that contains a
single user database named DB1. All company employees connect to DB1. Company policy requires that the database
be fault-tolerant and that failovers require no administrative effort. You need to provide fault tolerance for the database.
Your solution must ensure that client computers can connect to the database, even if the SQL Server 2005 computer
experiences a complete hardware failure, including a failure of all disks. 

What should you do? 

A. Implement a two-node server cluster that contains the database. 

B. Implement database mirroring to another SQL Server 2005 computer. 

C. Implement transactional replication to another SQL Server 2005 computer. 

D. Implement log shipping to another SQL Server 2005 computer. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 4

You need to design a high-availability strategy for the proseware_projects database. Your design must fulfill all business
and technical requirements. Which strategy should you use? 

A. log shipping 

B. failover clustering 

C. database mirroring 

D. replication 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 5

You are designing security for the HTTP endpoint for the proseware_projects application. You need to identify which
login or logins should be granted the CONNECT permission on the HTTP endpoint. Which login or logins should you
use? (Choose all that apply.) 

A. BUILTIN\UsersA local Windows group containing the PROSEWARE\DomainUsers domain global group 

B. ContractWritersA local Windows group containing the PROSEWARE\Contractors domain global group 

C. PMsA local Windows group containing the PROSEWARE\ProjectManagers domain global group 

D. EdsA local Windows group containing the PROSEWARE\Editors domain global group 

Correct Answer: B 
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